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GETTING BACK TO BUSINESS
On Friday December 4th 2015,
tornado-like conditions swept
through parts of KCGM’s
operations, causing significant
damage. The mobile fleet
maintenance workshops were the
worst hit; with major structural
damage and power and water
services being cut.
The first stage of the
reconstruction and re-servicing
effort was to ensure all workshops
had temporary power, enabling
WesTrac, Otraco, Ausdrill, Force
and Komatsu to get back up and
running as soon as possible.

“SOME FURTHER
DEMOLITION OF THEIR
STRUCTURES NEEDED
TO BE UNDERTAKEN...”
With the Westrac and Otraco
workshops sustaining the most
significant damage, some further
demolition of their structures
needed to be undertaken, ensuring
the area was safe prior to planning
any reconstruction or further
servicing.

Matt Leske, KCGM Mine
Maintenance Superintendent, is
impressed with how the workshop
crews have managed to continue
functioning productively despite
the challenging environment.
“Everyone down here has
really pulled together to ensure
everything is running as close to
‘business as usual’ as possible,
particularly the teams on night
shift, who are having to perform
some of their work using lighting
towers.”
The next major re-servicing
phase will include progressively
connecting mains power to
the workshops, beginning with
WesTrac. The water and air supply

to Westrac was also damaged and
is being brought back online.
Fortunately, the fibre optics cable
servicing the workshops remained
intact throughout the storm
meaning communications could be
maintained with all workshops and
computers remained functional.
The reconstruction process is
expected to be completed toward
the end of 2016, however as Matt
explains, meeting that target
will require significant effort and
resources. “We are certainly
aiming for that timeframe however
we still have a number of planning
and approval processes to
consider to make that happen.”
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THE APPRENTICE

ROCK FALL
REMEDIATION
Remediation work continues following the
X Ramp rock falls on Monday 25th January
2016. Whilst vehicle access to the pit floor
initially continued using Y Ramp, a slip lane
has been developed around the -380rl fallen
material to allow access via both ramps. With
the Geovert team currently busy conducting
remediation work on the upper pit walls,

Four KCGM employees recently
completed their apprenticeships in
Mobile Maintenance. Mobile Plant
Mechanics Te Manu Timu, Morgan
Bevan and Rhys Chadburn, along with
Boilermaker Jethro Moide, all obtained
their trade qualifications in January.
Working within teams from WesTrac,
Force, Komatsu, Mt Charlotte, Ausdrill
and other Business Partners, they have
been trained and mentored by a number
of highly skilled tradespeople and
professionals across site.
Te Manu acknowledges completing
an apprenticeship takes patience and
commitment. “The days are often long
and it can be hard work, but the rewards
are excellent if you stick with it.”

Managing contracts with some of our
biggest Business Partners requires
comprehensive administration and
communication skills. Meet Bernie
Franklyn, KCGM Mining Maintenance
Officer.
Bernie’s role requires her to assist the rest
of the team in managing the contracts
for Otraco, WesTrac and Komatsu; a
responsibility that allows Bernie to use
a skill set honed and developed over her
extensive history working for KCGM.
Bernie started here 31 years ago as a
Metallurgy Clerk at the Croesus Processing
Plant for North Kalgurli Mines. When KCGM
was formed, Bernie moved to the Fimiston
Plant to join the Metallurgical Support
team as Senior Production Analyst. This
role was later moved to the Business and

For Jethro, the variety of tasks and
support from his workmates kept him
engaged and enthusiastic. “When you
start there is so much to learn but as
your skills increase you’re given more
demanding, challenging and rewarding
tasks. Everyone has been very generous
in sharing their experience and
knowledge.”

Steve Price, KCGM Mining Manager explains
the next stage of the process.
“Ensuring long-term pit wall stability is our
first priority. The Geovert remediation work of
the upper walls should be completed within
the next three weeks; we will then create
an additional ramp to access and move the
fallen material.”

Peter Barclay, KCGM Apprentice Master is
proud of the now fully qualified ‘tradies’,
praising their dedication to the training
program. “It takes commitment to
complete an apprenticeship, and these
guys have shown that all the way through.
I wish them every success wherever their
trade and skills take them.”

THE PROFILE
BERNIE FRANKLYN

Administration Department and revised
to cover both mining and milling physical
reconciliations. From there Bernie moved to
the Finance team as Mine Accountant and
later Senior Business Analyst.
“I’ve met a lot of great people over the
years and that’s what’s kept me here for
so long. We have a fantastic team down
here at the moment with everyone willing
to help out when needed. Recent evidence
of this was with the December storm event
where we’ve managed to continue machine
maintenance and achieve target availability
in some very trying conditions.”
When Bernie isn’t at KGCM, she enjoys
getting out on the open road with her 2014
Harley Switchback motorcycle, or getting
down to the track to keep a close eye on
her racehorses.
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WORKSHOPPING VALUES
The KCGM Core Values Leaders conducted
their 2016 Strategic Planning Workshop at the
end of January. Following an opening address
from General Manager Ian Butler, the CV
Leaders collaborated to outline a strategy for
implementing their vision in 2016: ‘Promoting
the Core Values to build the culture we want
at KCGM through education, motivation and
demonstration’.
Three central themes were identified as key to
maintaining the momentum of the Core Values
Program:
1. Finish what we’ve started;

2. Maintain what we currently have; and
3. Continue promoting and building.
The immediate focus is both on completion
of the Core Values Poster Signing Sessions,
where work groups commit to the value
examples they generated in 2015, and finalising
development of the electronic nomination
system for the Core Values Reward and
Recognition Program.
Eva Motherway, CV Leader for Business and
Administration, joined the CV Leader Group
in November 2015 and is excited about the
enthusiasm and motivation being generated

for the program throughout 2016. “It’s very
encouraging knowing everyone is on board
and continuing to focus on involving their
work groups. The support we get from each
other and from management keeps everyone
energised and engaged.”
KCGM and our Business Partners now have
a network of 38 CV Leaders across the
organisation – the largest team since it was
initially formed in 2008. Keep communicating
with and supporting your CV Leaders and play
an active role in maintaining the great work
culture we have here on site.

HEALTH MATTERS - WEIGHT MANAGEMENT
Are you having trouble maintaining a
healthy weight? With 2 out of every 3
Australian adults considered overweight or
obese, you’re not alone. Being overweight
or obese can lead to serious health
consequences including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cardiovascular disease
Cancer
Diabetes
Musculoskeletal disorders
Sleep apnoea
High blood pressure

Fortunately there are steps you can take to
avoid adverse health conditions by losing
and maintaining a healthy weight:
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• Stay physically active – at least 30 minutes
of exercise each day (even walking is good)
• Limit fat intake (unsaturated fats are better
than saturated fats)
• Limit sugar intake
• Consume more fruit, vegetables, legumes,
whole grains and nuts
• Stock up with healthy foods so you have
readily available snacks
• Never go hungry or skip meals – eat
regularly, eat lots of green vegetables
• Maintain hydration – drink plenty of water
• Understand adjusting to a healthy diet
and increased exercise may make you tired
initially but will result in decreased weight,
better overall health and increased energy.

For more information on how to lose or
maintain your weight, contact the KCGM
Occupational Health Nurse on 9022 1536.
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EXECUTIVE VISIT

NEW
HANNANS
NORTH
WEBSITE
Hannans North Tourist Mine recently
launched their new website, providing
comprehensive information about the
exciting facility, including:
• Attractions and experiences;

Following the successful visit from members
of the Newmont Executive Leadership Team
(ELT) in mid-November 2015, a number
of other ELT members also visited site in
January.
This time the group consisted of Chris
Robison: Executive Vice President,
Operations and Projects; Scott Lawson:
Senior Vice President, Technical Services;
and Ramzi Fawaz: Senior Vice President,
Projects. Tom Palmer: Regional Senior Vice
President; and Phillip Starkle: Chief Financial
Officer from the Newmont APAC Region
accompanied the group.
First on the agenda was an overview
presentation of our operations from KCGM
General Manager Ian Butler, followed by
a review of Full Potential Project progress
across site.
A comprehensive tour of the mill allowed
the ELT to gain valuable insight into the
challenges being managed in that area; they

also took the time to conduct a number of
Safety Interactions with Mineral Processing
personnel.
After lunch, Chris Robison hosted a
‘town hall’ style forum, fielding questions
from the KCGM Senior Leadership Team,
Superintendents, Seniors and a number of
Coordinators. From there the ELT ventured
to Harvey Hut where they were given
presentations on Full Potential Mining
Projects, mine modifications and future
exploration potential. A busy day closed
out with one-on-one sessions with KCGM
Managers and a trip to Gidji for a couple of
team members.
After spending the day becoming familiar
with our operations and meeting a range
of employees, the ELT were impressed and
enthusiastic about the future of KCGM.
Thank you to everyone involved in making
the visit such a success.

• Tour options;
• Facility hire and event planning;
• BBQ and picnic facilities;
• Gift Shop merchandise;
• Entry prices and opening hours; and
• Accessibility, directions and transport
options.
Hannans North Tourist Mine is a unique
local attraction providing visitors with a
vibrant experience that mixes gold rush
history with modern day mining.
Melissa Chapman, Hannans North
Business Coordinator, is excited about
the new website and the options it offers.
“We are continually refreshing attractions,
developing interesting experiences
and displaying unique merchandise;
the website is the perfect medium for
showcasing what we do. Hannans North
plans to be part of the Kalgoorlie-Boulder
community for the long-term, and a big
part of that sustainability is being visible
and accessible.”

CLEAN TEAM
The tidiers were back out in force for another
Clean Up KCGM Day in January; only this
time the task was made easier due to the
huge effort undertaken in the previous clean
up. Thank you to everyone who participated
in the initiative.

The ongoing support for Hannans North
from the local and regional community,
end result is a positive workplace culture
where everybody cares for and looks after
everybody else; from something as simple
as housekeeping.
Let’s keep KCGM clean!

together with that of visitors is vital to the
success of this valuable asset and piece
of Western Australian cultural heritage. To
find out more about the facility or how you
can contribute to its success, visit the new
website at www.hannansnorth.com.au

Good housekeeping forms the basis for
good workplace safety culture. When a work
area is organised, with all equipment stored
properly and any slip, trip or protrusion
hazards adequately controlled, it displays
that work group’s attitude to safety. The
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DECEMBER
AND JANUARY
CORE VALUES
CHAMPIONS

VITAL SIGNS
This month Luke Phillips, Ausdrill Project

up in the past, while constantly emphasising

Manager – Fimiston, shares his insights into Vital

the importance of speaking up and following

Behaviours with what he terms ‘Learning From

procedures.

the Past’.

Feedback from the work teams regarding these

“As part of our drive to continually improve

learnings has been overwhelmingly positive and

safety engagement, Ausdrill has been taking

we intend to continue the initiative throughout

examples of previous safety incidents and

2016 and possibly further into the future.”

Daniel Back, Underground Auto

turning them into ‘old lessons’.

Electrician: Daniel provided his vehicle

As the initiative gained momentum we began

to assist with the transport of operators

generating links between the incidents and the

back to the surface after their vehicle

Vital Behaviours, focusing on ‘Speak Up’ and

broke down.

‘Follow Procedures’. It was recognised that if
these two behaviours had been demonstrated,

Curtis Campbell, Maintenance

a significant number of incidents could have

Technician: Curtis checked the permit

been avoided. The examples shared were

aligned with a work order, noticed the

predominantly from our work teams sourced

equipment to be worked on was not on

over several years, but also involved relevant

the permit or isolated on the job and

material from other industry sectors where

raised the issue.

adequate information was available.

Maxine Guest, Occupational Health
Nurse: Maxine provided outstanding
post-incident support for an employee
who sustained a non-work related injury
and his family, even mowing their lawn in

Discussion is generated from the ‘Learning
From the Past’ sessions by people who have
been involved in, or have seen a similar
incident elsewhere, enabling them to share
additional knowledge. The key objective is to
avoid forgetting what tripped us and others

her own time.
Dennis Castle, Borefields Supervisor:
Supervisor for any water delivery issues

MAJOR MILESTONES

after realising the person rostered on-

25 Years of Service:

Deqiang Mao

Mineral Processing

call was busy with a site electrical issue

Mineral Processing

Neil Jefferies

Philip Culver

Tom Black

Reliability

Deqiang Mao

Mick Leckenby, Boilermaker - Ausdrill:

20 Years of Service:

Peter Tengvall

Neil Jefferies

Mick constructed a sample hose bench,

Reliability

5 Years of Service:

Maria Maloba

engineering out the need to use a

Don Lyall

Mining

Adam Ferretti

15 Years of Service:

Chantel Fiedler

Stephen Vesty

Mining

Shannon Green

Ronald Webb

Sue Edwards, Supervisor - Orica: Sue

Hayden Ball

Darrell Rule

Rob Walley

cancelled her annual leave on Christmas

10 Years of Service:

Darshan Kaneria

Kathryn Lock

Mining

Colin Rihari

Beth Cheney, Graduate Geologist: Beth

Glenn Drew

Lisa Homewood

Business and
Administration

was leaving work and heading home

Kyron Taaffe

Jade Madden

when she noticed an LV on Black St

Nicole Alcock

Graeme Robinson

Michael Williams

Lionel Gurnick

Steve Eaton

Peter Rozycki

Mick Alexander

Andrew Jones

Mineral Processing

Adrian Young

Dennis put his name forward as Call-out

during a storm event.

sledgehammer when positioning a hose
tail inside a sample hose.

Eve to assist with a shortage of staff.

had its tool box open. Beth notified the
operator and the situation was rectified.
Beth ‘owned’ the hazard rather than
ignoring it and continuing home.
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Chloe Smith
Michelle Watts
Mine Technical Services
David Segui

